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Abstract 
The Mark HI collaboration has performed a high statistics study of the re

action J/\fr -» Trnjr+ir~, with two different final states of the ft, IJ - • 77 and 
17 -» jr0ir+jr~. Both modes have a broad structure from 1-2 to 1.9 GeV/e2 and 
two structures, which decay via £*»*, {* - • fjir*, are identified at 1.28 and 1.39 
GeV/c 2. No signal is observed in the *(1440) signal region. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper presents preliminary results on the radiative decay, J/0—>'yi7Jr+JT~ . 
Established resonances accessible in the t]jnr channel are the IJ', the i(l440), the 
£(1420), the 17(1265) and the pseudoscalar 17(1275). The Crystal Ball collabo
ration has previously reported a broad enhancement in this channel which could 
contain these states.1" 

The t(1440) has the largest single radiative J / 0 branching ratio other than 
the rfc and has been observed only in the KKn mode. Some partial wave 
analyses suggested that the t(1440) and the £(1420), which may be the Bame 
state,, both have large quasi-two body decays to Sir, S —» KR.'*1 Since the 6 
has a well established decay to t}ir there should be a large decay rate of (.(1440) 
into IJJTTT and consequently it should be observed in the J / 0 radiative decay to 
jjTrjr.'*1 Evidence for the decay, £(1420) —* 6n,6 -+ TJST, has been presented in 
several experiments and hence if the £(1420) is produced in radiative J / 0 decays 
it could be seen in the J / 0 radiative decay to rj-Kir.'" 

The axial vector X?(l285) is often produced in hadronic production along 
with the £(1420) and it decays to 6n.w Radiative J / 0 decays to the axial 
vector states have not been seen and an upper limit has been published for the 
D(1285),''' The r?(1275) is the radially excited i) candidate that decays to I7JT7T 
and has been seen only in partial wave analyses.1"1 The tj(1275) may be expected 
because the radiative J / 0 branching ratios to the rj and the rj' are very large. 

The reaction J / 0 -* -y7/7r+jr~ is studied in two final states with the rj —» 7-7 
and ff —* ir0ir+it~. This paper is organized into; 1) a brief description of the 
apparatus, 2) the analysis of the modes J / 0 —• ir]n+ir~, 17 —» T> and J / 0 -+ 
7tj5r+jr~, T) —* ?r07r+5r- and 3) a discussion of the results. 

2. Mark III Detector 

The Mark III apparatus is a general purpose magnetic solenoidal detector op
timized for SPEAR energies. A detailed account has been given elsewhere.'*1 The 
relevant detectors for this analysis are the drift chamber and the electromagnetic 
calorimeter. The drift chamber has 6 axial layers and 2 stereo layers. It covers 
84% of the solid angle and has a momentum resolution of apjP = 0.015Xvl + P1 

where P U in GeV/c. The electromagnetic calorimeter is a 24 layer lead sandwich 
gas proportional sampling shower counter. It covers 94% of the solid angle, has an 
energy resolution of OE/E = ,17/y/E (GeV) and is fully efficient for photons with 
an eaergy above .1 GeV. The large acceptance and the high detection efficiency 
of the Mark III detector enables exclusive reconstruction of high multiplicity J / 0 
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decays. Excellent mass resolution IB achieved using kinematic constraint fitting 
on final states with up to 6 photons and 6 charged tracks. 

3. Data Analysis 

The data sample is obtained from runs taken in 1982, 1983 and 1985. A 
preliminary analysis based on a smaller data sample has been shown earlier.1'"' 
The present data sample corresponds to 5.8 x 106 produced J/rji events. 

Analysis of Jfip -* 7T?a-+?r~, TJ -> 77 

The data reduction begins with a selection of events with two oppositely 
charged tracks and three or more photons. The charged tracks must have hits 
in both stereo drift chamber layers. No TOF identification is required and all 
charged tracks are assumed to be IT'S. The photons are identified as calorimeter 
showers that are not associated with a charged track. A four-constraint (4C) 
kinematic fit to the hypothesis J/rp —* 777 ir+jr~ is applied to the two charged 
tracks and the three highest energy photons. Events with a fit X2(4C) < 25 are 
retained. 

A large background comes from the reaction J/$ —• pit, p —» itit. Although 
these events have two photons, the charged ?r's can interact in the shower counter 
and create hadron showers which are falsely identified as photons. This back
ground is reduced by rejecting the event if any pair of the three photons has an 
invariant mass within .035 GeV/c2 of the it" mass. 

If any pair of photons has an invariant mass within .040 GeV/c* of the 17 
mass, the event is fit (5C) to the hypothesis JH> —• fftir+ir~, ij —* 77. If the fit 
X2(5C) > 10, the event is rejected. If there are multiple fits in a single event the 
fit with the lowest x*(5C) is used. 

The 7jjr+7r~ mass distribution after these cuts is displayed in Fig. 1 (a) and 
Fig. 1 (b). Observed in this distribution are a large 17' signal, a broad structure 
in the 1-2 GeV/c2 mass region, and an i?c signal. The efficiency for the decay 
J ftp —* in' as determined from Monte Carlo simulation is 26%. The resulting J?' 
branching ratio is 

B(1> -+ TV) = (0.43 ± .02 ± .11) x 1 0 - s . 

This branching ratio agrees with previous measurements.'"1 The fitted if mass 
resolution , o = .005 GeV/c 2, agrees with Monte Carlo studies. The n e signal 
has been previously reported using a smaller data set. 
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A Dalitz plot for the r)nix mass region from 1-2 GeV/c 2 is displayed in Fig. 2 
(a). There are clear vertical and horizontal bands from the quasi-two body decay 
of J/tp —• 7 X, X —> Sir, 6 —» »jjr. The rjjr* mass distributions for.the 1.2-1.45 
GeV/c 2 T)itir mass region are shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d). A Breit-Wigner fit to 
these distributions yields for the S+ 

me+ = .986 ± .003 GeV/c 2 

r 5 + = .052 ± .011 GeV/c 2 

and for the 8~ 
ms- = .989 ± .004 GeV/c a 

I V = .057 ± .016 GeV/c 2 

which agree with the published values, mj = .983 ± .002 GeV/c* and T( = 
. 0 5 4 ± . 0 0 7 G e V / c 2 . | n | 

Selecting events with a 6 cut, [mfair*) — .983] < 0.05 GeV/c 2 , produces the 
6n mass distribution shown in Fig. 3 (a). There is evidence for mass peaks near 
1.28 and 1.39 GeV/c 2 , and for broad structures between 1.5 and 2.0 G eV /c 2 . The 
converse cut (01(77^*) — ,983| > 0.1 GeV/c 2 , produces the rjjr7r mass distribution 
shown in Fig. 3(b). This is featureless except for a rise near 1.8 GeV/c 2 and an r/c 

signal. The signal near 1.28 GeV/c 2 has a mass and width consistent with those 
of the I>(1285) and the »j(1275). This signal will be referred to as 'D ' in quotes 
because of its uncertain identity. The signal near 1.39 GeV/c 2 is not identified 
and will be referred to as X. Neither the ((1440) nor the E(1420) appears in either 
raw mass distribution, but their presence is not ruled out without a partial wave 
analysis. 

The fj irTr mass regions from 1.1 to 1.54 GeV/c 2 is fit with two non-interfering 
Breit - Wigner curves and a linear background as shown in Fig. 4 (a). The values 
for the 'D ' mass and width are fixed. The fit yields 

mx = 1.382 ± .006 GeV/c 2 

Tx = . 0 6 9 ± . 0 2 3 G e V / c 2 . 

Using a phase space model in a Monte Carlo simulation for the reaction, ^ —» 7 X, 
X —• Sit, 6 —* t]T, rj —* 77 , an efficiency of 40% is obtained. With a total count 
of 5.8 x 10 6 produced J/tp events the resulting product branching ratios are 

B{4> - • 7'D') x B( 'D ' — S*^) x B{6± -> IJJT*) = (2.7 ± 0.8 ± 0.2) x 10~ 4 

B(rj> -* fX) x B{X -+ 6±^) x B{6± -»rjrr*) = (5.2 ± 1.2 ±0 .5 ) x Hr* . 
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Analysis of J/V> -»inir+TT", rj -+ 7r+g~>r0 

In this reaction events with 4 charged tracks, whose total charge is zero, and 3 
or more photons are selected. A 4-C fit to the hypothesis Jfifc -* -mn+ir~ir+ic~ 
is applied to the four charged tracks and the three highest energy photons. Events 
with a x* (4C) > 25 are rejected. If any TY pair mass is within .050 GeV/c s of 
the v* mass and if this Tl pair plus any JT+X~ combination has a mass within .050 
GeV/c2 of the n mass, the event is fitted (6C) to the hypothesis Jj^> -»"ft|jr+JT~, 
» -* jr*a-+jr~, JT° -» Tf7- If there are multiple fits per event, the fit with the lowest 
X s is retained. If the x2 (6C) > 20 the event is rejected. 

The njr+ar~ mass distribution after these cuts is displayed in Figs. 1(c) and 
(d). The i?' and a broad structure in the 1-2 GeV/c2 mass region are observed. 
The efficiency from Monte Carlo events is 12% and the resulting n' branching 
ratio is 

B{ip -> W) = (0-33 ± .02 ± .07) x 10~3. 

This branching ratio agrees with the measurement in the previous section, and 
the fitted n' mass resolution, a = .004 GeV/c8, agrees with Monte Carlo studies. 
The statistical evidence for the nc is not significant. 

The r)ir+w~ Dalitz plot and the »7r+ and the Tjn~ mass distributions for the 
1.2-1.45 GeV/c 2 IJITJT mass region are shown in Figs. 2(b), (e), and (f). There is 
again a clear 6 —t tjir signal. The mass and width of the S from a Breit-Wigner 
fit for the 6+ are 

m«+ = .987 ± .003 GeV/c2 

r 4+ = .024 ± .010 GeV/c* 

and for the S~ are 
mf- = .978 ± .004 GeV/ca 

Tf- = .043 ± .016 GeV/c* 

which are in agreement with the results of the previous section. Applying the S 
cut, (mfrjjr*) — .9831 < 0.05 GeV/c 2, yields the Sir mass distribution shown in 
Fig. 3 (c). The mass distribution obtained with the anti-5 cut, [rofnjr*) -.983| > 
0.1 GeV/c 2, is shown in Fig. 3 (d). The distributions are similar to those shown 
in Figs. 3 (a) and (b). Two non-interfering Breit - Wigner curves and a linear 
background are fit to the 6 cut distributions in the mass region from 1.10 to 1.54 
GeV/c 2. This is displayed in Fig. 4(b). The values for the 'D' mass and width 
are fixed and the mean and width of the X (1390) are allowed to vary. The fit 
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yields 
mx = 1.400 ± .007 GeV/cJ 

T x = .062 ± .016 GeV/c2 

A Monte Carlo efficiency of 15% is obtained using a phase space model for the 
reaction, ij> -* i X, X —*• in, S —* »JT, n —* n°n+n~. The resulting product 
branching ratios are, 

B(il> -+ I'D') X B('D' — S***) x B(£± - r,**) = (3.2 ± 1.1 ± 0.3) x HT* 
B{\j> -»fX) x B{X -+ * ± JT = F ) x B ^ - , ,••*) = (5.2 ± 1.8 ±0.5) x 10~4. 

4. Discussion of Results 

The quasi-two body decay, Jfi> —» 7$JT, 6 -+ BJT, is clearly observed. In this 
mode, two signals, the 'D' and the >"(1390), appear in the two rj decay modes. 
The higher mass region, 1.5-2.0 GeV/c 2, does not have sufficient events in both 
modes to clearly observe consistent structures. 

The 'D' signal has a mass consistent with the 27(1285) and the rj(1275). If 
this signal is the D(1285), the observed branching ratio is not in contradiction 
with the published upper limit of 0.6%.|2' 

The A"(1390} signal may have been seen before in a bubble chamber exper
iment studying pp —• 3w+3n~ir° reactions.1"1 An ijjrjr signal was observed at 
1.390 GeV/c* and thiB was suggested to be the E(1420) shifted to a lower mass 
because of the rapid decrease of phase space. In this analysis there is no clear 
indication for the t(1440) or the E(1420) in raw mass distributions. There is a 
pronounced dip at 1.440 GeV/c 2 above the peak at 1.390 GeV/c 2. Strong in
terference between the i(1440) or the E(I420) and the other resonances in this 
mass region could possibly produce such a shape. This can neither be proven r.or 
ruled out without a partial wave analysis. 

The shape of the IJWIF mass distribution is quite different from the KKir mass 
distribution observed in Jf*l> -+ 7KK7r.'"! In the KK7r mass spectrum the t(l440) 
peaks near 1.440 GeV/c3 and has a full width of ~ .100 GeV/c z. In contrast, 
the tfKie mass distribution has a peak near 1.390 GcV/c2 and a dip or a cusp 
near KK* threshold where the t(1440) in the KKJT mode reaches its peak mass 
value. A spin-parity study of the rpn Bystem may clarify this situation. 

We gratefully acknowledge the dedicated efforts of the SPEAR and LINAC 
operations groups at SLAC. Also we would like to thank the technical and en
gineering staffs of Group D at SLAC and the collaborating universities. One of 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
1. The r]ir+ir~ mass distribution in the masB regions (a) .0-3.1 GeV/c 2 and 

(b) 1.0-3.1 GeV/c 3 from the mode, J/ifi —»7ij7r+9r~, »j -» 77 . The Tjsr+jr~ 
mass distribution in the mass regions (c) .0-3.1 GeV/c 2 and (d ) 1.0-3.1 
GeV/c 2 from the mode, J/tl> —* 7Tjsr+jr~, rj -* 7r+jr~!r°. 

2. The r)nir Dalitz plot (a), for the rj?rtf mass region from 1 to 2 GeV/c 2 , from 
the J/^> —• 7»f7r+»r-, t> —•• 77 mode. The ijjrn Dalitz plot (b), for the rj7rw 
mass region from 1 to 2 GeV/c 2 , from the Jjil> —» 7«jjr+sr -, i; —• jr+sr -jr° 
mode. The rftt+ mass distribution (c) and 17w- mass distribution (d), with 
Breit-Wigner fits for the IJJTJT mass region from 1.2 to 1.45 GeV/c 2 , from 
th e J(ij> -+ 7t;jr +»r -, r; —» 77 mode. The »jjr+ mass distribution (e), and 
f>jr~ mass distribution (f) foT the njrjr mass region from 1.2 to 1.45 GeV/c 2 , 
with Breit-Wigner fits from the J/rp —• 7fjir+?r~, fj —»ir+ir~ir0 mode. 

3. The Tjwn mass distribution (a) with the '£' cut and the T)irn mass distri
bution (b) with the 'anti-5* cut from the J/if> —»-pjjr+gr~, 17 —» 77 mode. 
The rj-nw mass distribution (c) with the *6' cut and the tjint mass distri
bution (d) with the 'antW cut from the J/r/> —• ft]7r+n~f rj -* jr+jr~7r° 
mode. 

4. The r?7T7r mass distribution (a) with the '£' cut and a Breit-Wigner fit from 
the J/rl> —» 7J}jr+jr -, f? —» 77 mode. The ryirjr mass distribution (b) with 
the 'J' cut and a Breit-Wigner fit from the Jjij) —» 7rjn ,+jr~, TJ —* 7r+7r-7r0 

mode. 
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